EQJW125 & 135: equitherm® digital heating
controllers.
Easy to operate, informative display, full
communication capability.

Full information available at a glance and
alerts sent by SMS.
The customer benefits even more

It has just become a good deal easier to control a heating system – thanks to Sauter's new heating controllers:
the EQJW125 for weather-compensating control of the
flow temperature, and the EQJW135 for weather-compensating control of the flow and boiler temperatures
and for domestic hot water. The new controllers are distinguished by a series of features that offer the customer
more advantages than any existing controller:Modern 'turn and press' operating concept with
clear, intuitive user prompting
Rotary knob for fast access to frequently-used functions
Remote alerting via SMS
Communication via Modbus RTU or device bus
Informative display with standardised symbols
Numerous additional functions
High measuring accuracy (<0.3 K)
Capability of connecting various room operating units

equitherm® EQJW125

The rotary knob enables the user to carry out the most
common tasks – such as selecting the operating mode,
changing the room temperature, invoking the override –
easily and quickly. The clear, straightforward menu coupled with the modern 'turn and press' operating concept ensures simple and intuitive operation.
Almost unlimited possibilities

The controllers' full flexibility and intelligence can be
discovered in the SERVice level, which is protected by a
password. This level enables the controller to be adapted to practically any kind of installation. The same applies for the parameters set in the communication level,
which are required for exchanging data with other devices.
Be it for use in a network of controllers, for linking up to
a management system or for sending an SMS in the
event of a malfunction, there's hardly anything that
Sauter's new equitherm® heating controllers can't do.
The reasonable price, the ease of installing and the fact
that there's usually no need to change any of the existing field equipment mean that the purchase of an
EQJW125 or 135 is a safe long-term investment.

www.sauter-controls.com
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equitherm® EQJW135

